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Extending beyond traditional telecom-band applications to
optical interconnects1, the silicon nanophotonic integrated
circuit platform also has notable advantages for use in high-
performance mid-infrared optical systems operating in the
2–8 mm spectral range2,3. Such systems could find applica-
tions in industrial and environmental monitoring4, threat
detection5, medical diagnostics6 and free-space communi-
cation7. Nevertheless, the advancement of chip-scale systems
is impeded by the narrow-bandgap semiconductors tradition-
ally used to detect mid-infrared photons. The cryogenic or
multistage thermo-electric cooling required to suppress dark-
current noise8, which is exponentially dependent on Eg/kT,
can restrict the development of compact, low-power integrated
mid-infrared systems. However, if the mid-infrared signals were
spectrally translated to shorter wavelengths, wide-bandgap
photodetectors could be used to eliminate prohibitive cooling
requirements. Furthermore, such detectors typically have
larger detectivity and bandwidth than their mid-infrared
counterparts8. Here, we use efficient four-wave mixing in
silicon nanophotonic wires9–12 to facilitate spectral translation
of a signal at 2,440 nm to the telecom band at 1,620 nm,
across a span of 62 THz. Furthermore, a simultaneous para-
metric translation gain of 19 dB can significantly boost sensi-
tivity to weak mid-infrared signals.

The silicon spectral translator device is capable of performing the
complementary function of a mid-infrared transmitter, converting
telecom-band signals to the mid-infrared with a translation gain
of 8.0 dB. Finally, this device also demonstrates an optical para-
metric amplification of 8.4 dB for telecom-band input signals, rein-
forcing the wide-ranging technological role silicon nanophotonic
wires can play within both mid-infrared and telecom bands.

Spectral translators making use of sum- or difference-frequency
generation in nonlinear crystals (including LiNbO3

13,14 and KTP15)
have been studied previously. However, such systems can be
limited by low conversion efficiencies, their significant size and
the limited integrability of their component parts. These challenges
are addressed by the silicon nanophotonic spectral translator
explored here, which can be integrated easily with the numerous
mid-infrared silicon components demonstrated to date, including
waveguides16–18, vertical grating couplers19, microcavities20,21 and
electrooptic modulators22.

Mid-infrared to telecom-band spectral translation in silicon
nanophotonic wires is accomplished using efficient four-wave
mixing (FWM) with discrete band phase-matching23,24. In this
process, the pump is placed away from the zero dispersion
wavelength, and higher-order waveguide dispersion is used to

phase-match a discrete pair of bands at spectrally distant frequen-
cies, located symmetrically on either side of the pump. Discrete
band phase-matching can be achieved in a waveguide with anoma-
lous second-order dispersion (b2 , 0) and small positive fourth-
order dispersion (b4 . 0) (Supplementary Fig. S1), conditions
that are engineered11 by manipulating the cross-sectional dimen-
sions and cladding materials of the silicon nanophotonic wire.
Figure 1a presents an optical microscope image of the 2-cm-long
silicon nanophotonic wire used here for spectral translation,
which was fabricated on a 200 mm silicon-on-insulator (SOI)
wafer (at imec) using the multi-project-wafer service ePIXfab
(www.ePIXfab.eu). The entire length of the wire is coiled into a
compact spiral, occupying an on-chip footprint of only 625 mm ×
340 mm. The wire has cross-sectional dimensions of w¼ 900 nm
and h¼ 220 nm (Fig. 1b). The cladding consists of air above and
a 2 mm buried oxide (SiO2) below the silicon core. Numerical simu-
lations indicate that the dispersion conditions b2 , 0 and b4 . 0 are
satisfied over the spectral range 1,810–2,410 nm (Supplementary
Fig. S2). Over a similar range, a large effective nonlinearity par-
ameter of 114 ≤ g≤ 276 W21 m21 and a low propagation loss of
2.6 dB cm21 also serve to facilitate highly efficient FWM for this
compact device.

The nonlinear mixing and spectral translation characteristics of
the silicon nanophotonic wire are presented in Fig. 1c,d. Figure 1c
shows the recorded output spectrum when the wire is excited by a
pump pulse train at 1,946 nm with a peak coupled input power of
37.3 W (for experimental details see Methods). While this pump
wavelength is not yet beyond silicon’s two-photon absorption
(TPA) threshold of 2,200 nm (ref. 25), the TPA coefficient is never-
theless a factor of 2 to 3 lower than that at 1,550 nm, resulting in
small nonlinear loss and efficient FWM. For example, in the
absence of any probe signal (signal OFF), the pump transmission
spectrum already exhibits clear signatures of the desired phase-
matched FWM processes. Specifically, strong broadband modu-
lation instability (MI) peaks12 appear adjacent to the pump at
1,810 nm and 2,090 nm. Moreover, two additional discrete MI
bands with much larger detuning from the pump appear at
1,620 nm and 2,440 nm, and serve as direct evidence of higher-
order phase-matching. The absolute power of the MI band at
2,440 nm appears lower than that of the MI band at 1,620 nm,
due to a 1.8 dB asymmetry expected from the Manley–Rowe
power division relations, as well as from �3–4 dB larger losses in
the output fibre optical collection path at longer wavelengths.

The visibility of the MI bands, associated with the parametric
amplification of background noise, suggests that the pumped
silicon nanophotonic wire should exhibit significant parametric
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gain as well as large conversion efficiency when probed by input
signals at these wavelengths. Figure 1d illustrates the output spec-
trum in one such case, when the long-wavelength discrete MI
band is probed (signal ON) by a low-power (Psig , 35 mW) continu-
ous-wave (c.w.) mid-infrared signal at 2,440 nm. When the signal is
tuned into resonance with this spectral band, it experiences strong
parametric amplification through degenerate FWM (evidenced by
the appearance of the large spectral pedestal), and is simultaneously
upconverted to a prominent telecom-band idler at 1,620 nm.
Analysis of the output spectrum (see Methods) reveals that the
peak on-chip powers of the amplified signal and the converted
idler are 1.7 mW and 2.0 mW, respectively. The large spectral
translation over more than 62 THz illustrates that the higher-
order dispersion design methodology applied here may be used
to efficiently convert optical information on a mid-infrared
carrier into the telecom band, where it can be detected and
processed using uncooled, high-speed, high-sensitivity groups
III–V (InGaAs) and group IV (germanium) semiconductor
detector technologies.

By recording transmission spectra for a range of signal wave-
lengths near 2,440 nm and 1,620 nm, the wavelength dependence
of spectral translation efficiency and parametric gain within the dis-
crete phase-matching bands can be determined (see Methods).
Figure 2a illustrates that, for mid-infrared input signals, the
silicon wire device attains optical transparency (on-chip gain
exceeding 0 dB) across a bandwidth of 150 nm near the signal
and 45 nm near the idler. The data also demonstrate that spectral
translation of mid-infrared signals to the telecom-band idler near
1,620 nm takes place with a peak conversion gain of 19.5 dB.

Therefore, not only could such a spectral translator facilitate detec-
tion of mid-infrared signals without cumbersome cooling require-
ments, the associated optical gain could also dramatically improve
the sensitivity of such a receiver system, particularly for weak
mid-infrared input levels26. At the same time, the mid-infrared
input signal experiences a peak on-chip parametric amplification
of 18.8 dB.

Figure 2b shows the results for a similar set of experiments, in
which a telecom-band input signal is tuned across the MI peak
near 1,620 nm. In this case, the on-chip transparency bandwidth
is �20 nm for the signal and 40 nm for the idler. The telecom-
band signal is spectrally translated to the mid-infared with a peak
gain of 8.0 dB. If the telecom-band input is amplitude- or phase-
modulated, the spectral translation process can be used to generate
format-preserved mid-infrared signals using commercially available
telecom components27,28. In addition to performing the spectral
translation function, Fig. 2b illustrates that the telecom-band
input signal is simultaneously amplified by 8.4 dB. The demon-
stration of a silicon wire amplifier that uses a mid-infrared pump
to provide substantial parametric gain to a telecom-band signal is
of particular technological significance, as such an amplifier could
find applications within the CMOS-integrated silicon nanophotonic
platforms currently being developed for high-speed optical inter-
connect systems1.

The spectral translation of the telecom-band signal to the mid-
infrared shown in Fig. 2b occurs with an �11 dB gain reduction
when compared with the reversed scenario illustrated in Fig. 2a.
As the energetic combination of a 1,620 nm signal photon with a
pump photon lies significantly above the bandgap of silicon, the
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Figure 1 | Structural design and transmission characteristics of the silicon nanophotonic wire spectral translation device. a, Optical microscope image of

the spiral-coiled silicon wire (total length, 2 cm; on-chip footprint, 625 mm × 340 mm). Bends with a conservative 60 mm radius are used. Arrows depicting

the pump, signal and idler beams illustrate the input/output experimental configuration. b, Cross-sectional schematic, illustrating a silicon core (width, w¼

900 nm; height, h¼ 220 nm), which lies on a 2-mm-thick SiO2 buried oxide layer. The silicon core is air-clad from above. c, Output transmission spectrum

with pump operating at l¼ 1,946 nm and input signal OFF. The observed modulation instability spectrum generated by amplification of background noise

serves as a marker of the spectral bands in which phase-matching conditions are met. The location of the broadband MI peaks adjacent to the pump at

1,810 nm and 2,090 nm is primarily determined by b2, while the discrete MI bands at 1,620 nm and 2,440 nm occur as a result of higher-order phase-

matching dictated by the values of both b2 and b4. A Raman Stokes peak is also observed at 2,155 nm. d, Transmission spectrum with input signal ON.

A c.w. mid-infrared signal is tuned to coincide with the discrete MI band at 2,440 nm. Parametric amplification of the signal occurs, with simultaneous

spectral translation across 62 THz, to an idler at 1,620 nm.
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observed asymmetry is expected due to the effects of non-degenerate
TPA23,25 in the silicon wire. Non-degenerate TPA produces greater
attenuation in an input signal near 1,620 nm than in one near
2,440 nm when each is combined with the strong pump at
1,946 nm. Therefore, larger gain values could be expected for the
telecom-band signal if the pump wavelength were increased.

The phase-matched signal and idler wavelengths linked by the
discrete FWM spectral translation process are dependent on the
magnitudes of b2 and b4, and can therefore be tuned by selection
of the wavelength at which the dispersive silicon nanophotonic
wire is pumped. The spectral separation between bands is expected
to increase for large values of |b2| and small values of |b4|. Figure 3a
plots the spectral locations at which the discrete signal and idler MI
bands appear as a function of the pump wavelength. The figure
illustrates that the bands are maximally separated by 865 nm when
the wire is pumped at 1,998 nm. Conversely, the bands are observed
to move closer together as the pump approaches the two zero-group
velocity dispersion (GVD) points located at 1,810 nm and 2,410 nm.

An optimization of the silicon nanophotonic wire dispersion
design, focusing on increasing |b2| while simultaneously decreasing
|b4|, can facilitate the translation of even longer-wavelength mid-
infrared signals into the telecom band. For example, Fig. 3b plots
numerical calculations of the phase-matched discrete signal and
idler wavelengths of a design tailored for translating a range of
mid-infrared signals from 3,000 to 3,550 nm into the L-band
(see Methods). This spectrum is targeted for its overlap with a

mid-infared low-loss window in SiO2 (ref. 2). This design consists
of a silicon wire with a thickness of 300 nm and a width in
the range 700–900 nm, completely surrounded by an oxide
cladding (Supplementary Fig. S4). In the specific case of a wire
with w¼ 900 nm and h¼ 300 nm, Fig. 3b illustrates that an input
signal at 3,550 nm could be spectrally translated to an L-band
idler at 1,590 nm (and vice versa), using a pump wavelength of
2,200 nm. This corresponds to a span of 104 THz, more than an
octave in optical frequency.

Moreover, although a pulsed pump with a high peak power is
used in the present demonstration, a practical spectral translation
system will require a c.w. pump to eliminate any requirement for
synchronization of the input mid-infrared signals to the pump
repetition period. Because the dispersion characteristics of the
oxide-clad wire were designed with the intent of operating the
pump at or beyond the TPA threshold of silicon at 2,200 nm, c.w.
parametric gain is made possible by avoiding the deleterious
effects of nonlinear loss and TPA-induced free-carrier absorption.
Detailed calculations described in the Supplementary Methods
and plotted in Supplementary Fig. S5 show that c.w. spectral trans-
lation of a 3,550 nm input signal to 1,590 nm can be accompanied
by a translation gain as large as 22 dB for a moderate pump power of
300 mW at 2,200 nm.

Finally, the performance of silicon nanophotonic spectral
translation can be compared to conventional direct photode-
tection by means of their respective electrical signal-to-noise
ratios26 (eSNRs). Considering specifically the pulsed experimental
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Figure 2 | Wavelength-resolved on-chip spectral translation efficiency

and parametric signal gain. a, Injection of a mid-infrared input signal

(Psig , 35 mW), with translation to a telecom-band output idler. The peak

on-chip translation efficiency is 19.5 dB, and the signal gain is 18.8 dB. The

transparency bandwidth exceeds 45 nm near the idler, and 150 nm near the

signal. b, Reversed scenario, with injection of a telecom-band input signal

(Psig , 50mW) and translation to a mid-infrared output idler. The peak

on-chip translation efficiency is 8.0 dB, and the signal gain is 8.4 dB.

Transparency is reached over a bandwidth of 40 nm near the idler and

20 nm near the signal. In all of the above measurements, the silicon

nanophotonic wire is pumped at 1,946 nm with a peak power of 37.3 W.

The small shift in the spectral position of the mid-infrared gain peak

between a and b (2,440 nm versus 2,420 nm, respectively) occurs as a

result of pump wavelength drift. The dashed curves are included as a

guide to the eye. Estimation of error bars is described in the

Supplementary Methods.
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Figure 3 | Phase-matched signal and idler wavelengths linked by the

silicon nanophotonic spectral translation process. a, Symbols mark the

spectral locations of the discrete MI bands as a function of pump

wavelength, for the experimentally demonstrated silicon wire (w¼ 900 nm,

h¼ 220 nm). The MI bands indicated by blue stars were not measured

directly, as they were located beyond the 2,500 nm maximum wavelength

limit of the spectrum analyser used. The positions of these bands were

therefore inferred from energy conservation. b, Design calculations

describing the phase-matched discrete band locations versus pump

wavelength, for the fundamental quasi-TE mode of an SiO2-clad silicon wire

(h¼ 300 nm; w¼ 700 nm, 800 nm and 900 nm). The wires are tailored

for spectral translation across more than an octave in optical frequency,

between the 3,000–3,550 nm mid-infrared range and the L-band. The

calculations assume c.w. pumping with 300 mW pump power. In both

panels, the dashed line marks the pump wavelength.
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demonstration in Fig. 1d, a noise analysis suggests (Supplementary
Methods) that the eSNR resulting from direct detection at 2,440 nm
can exceed the eSNR of spectral translation with detection at
1,620 nm by a nominal 1.6 dB. Depending on the application, a
small eSNR penalty may be an acceptable trade-off to leverage the
distinct advantages of mid-infrared detection via spectral trans-
lation, which include uncooled operation and therefore smaller,
lighter, more highly integrated mid-infrared optical systems. On
the other hand, analogous noise estimates made for the c.w.
pumped case (Supplementary Methods and Supplementary
Fig. 6c) reveal that spectral translation can substantially outperform
the eSNR of traditional direct detection by as much as 17 dB for a
pump power of 150 mW, while simultaneously consuming as little
as 25% of the electrical power.

In summary, we have shown that judicious engineering of FWM
processes in silicon nanophotonic wires can facilitate amplified
bidirectional spectral translation of signals between the mid-infrared
and the telecom band, across a 62 THz span in optical frequency.
Telecom-band detection of translated mid-infrared signals can elim-
inate the burdensome cooling requirements traditionally associated
with mid-infrared photodetectors, and can be performed by on-chip
photodetectors integrated via heterogeneous29 or monolithic30 tech-
niques. Moreover, these spectral translation devices can be inte-
grated (Supplementary Fig. S7) with additional mid-infrared
and/or telecom-band silicon nanophotonic components such as
modulators, wavelength (de-)multiplexers and switches, which
together have the potential to produce flexible, chip-scale optical
systems for mid-infrared applications.

Methods
FWM experimental configuration. In the present set-up the FWM pump is a
picosecond pulse train (full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), �2 ps; repetition
rate, 76 MHz) from a tunable optical parametric oscillator (mode-locked
Ti:sapphire-pumped Coherent Mira-OPO). The pump spectrum has a signal-to-
noise ratio larger than 70 dB over the wavelength range 1,600–2,500 nm
(Supplementary Fig. S3). The c.w. probe signals are obtained either from a tunable
mid-infrared laser (IPG Photonics SFTL Cr2þ:ZnSe polycrystal with erbium-fibre
laser pump source) or a tunable telecom laser (Agilent 81640A). Pump and probe
are coupled into two separate single-mode optical fibres, aligned individually with
polarization controllers to excite the fundamental quasi-transverse electric (TE)
mode in the silicon nanophotonic wire, and then multiplexed with a 90/10 fused
fibre directional coupler. Coupling into/out of the 2-cm-long silicon nanophotonic
wire is accomplished via cleaved facet edge coupling with lensed tapered fibres
(coupling losses¼ 10+1 dB/facet, across the entire spectral range utilized). The
spectral content of the transmitted light is analysed with 1 nm spectral resolution,
using a mid-infrared optical spectrum analyser (OSA, Yokogawa AQ6375).

Extraction of spectral translation efficiency and signal gain. The peak power of the
spectrally translated idler pulse at the output of the silicon nanophotonic wire,
Pidler_out, was derived from the measured FWM spectra according to Pidler_out¼

F(
�

Pidler_avg(l)dl). To convert the time-averaged idler power Pidler_avg measured by
the OSA into peak power, the spectrally integrated power was weighted by the duty
cycle factor F¼ 1/(76 MHz.2 ps) to account for the pulsed nature of the experiment.
A similar procedure was applied to calculate the signal output power Psignal_out.
A 2-nm-wide band-stop filter was first numerically applied to the time-
averaged signal spectrum to reject the power remaining in the narrowband c.w.
tone. The peak signal power was then computed according to Psignal_out¼

F(
�

Psignal_filtered_avg(l)dl). Finally, to find the c.w. signal power at the waveguide
input Psignal_in, the output c.w. signal power was measured (with the pump off )
and corrected to account for total propagation losses of a dB incurred through the
2-cm-long device, Psignal_in¼ 10a/10(

�
Psignal_out_pump_off(l)dl). The on-chip idler

spectral translation gain h was then defined as the ratio of peak idler power and
input c.w. signal power, h¼ Pidler_out/Psignal_in. Accordingly, the on-chip parametric
signal gain is given by G¼ Psignal_out/Psignal_in. The error bars in the on-chip
parametric gain data are calculated to reflect the uncertainty in the total propagation
loss a, as well as the contribution of the MI noise background accumulated when
integrating the signal/idler power at the waveguide output. Additional detail on the
estimation of error bars is included in the Supplementary Methods.

Numerical calculations of signal and idler discrete band tuning versus pump
wavelength. The linear phase-mismatch Dkl is characterized by Dkl¼ bsþ bi 2

2bp, where bs , bi and bp are the modal propagation constants for signal, idler and
pump, respectively. These propagation constants and their spectral dispersion were
obtained through numerical simulations using a commercial finite-element

eigen-mode solver (RSoft FemSim). Solving the phase-matching equation Dklþ

2gP¼ 0 (P¼ 300 mW is assumed for the calculation in Fig. 3b) with signal and idler
frequencies constrained by the pump detuning Dv¼ |vp 2 vs|¼ |vp 2 vi|
will generally yield two solutions for Dv. The smaller-valued solution corresponds
to broadband phase-matched signal–idler regions appearing immediately adjacent
to the pump, and is ignored for the purposes of spectral translation in this work. The
larger-valued of the two solutions describes the discrete signal and idler bands
appearing at large pump detuning. The curves of phase-matched signal–idler pairs
shown in Fig. 3b were found by repeating this calculation for a range of pump
frequencies, and converting to detuning in units of wavelength.
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